
Bridgestone Adrenalin RE001 

 
Where From: Any half decent tire shop, I got them the cheapest at a 
Bridgestone dealer 
Price: ~$1200 for full set of 235/45 fronts and 255/40 rears on 17' wheels 
Product Description:High end performance tyre utilising latest technology.  
Product Review By: Martin

 
Tread wear=220 Traction=A Temperature=A Speed rating=W (270km/h) 

 
Summed up in one word, these tyres GRIP. I did a fair bit of research when 
choosing a new set of tyres and had narrowed it down to Falken 452's and these, 
in the end I went for them because they were a newer technology tyre and they 
were getting great reviews everywhere. 

Quote: 

By adopting input from former Formula One driver Stefano Modena, the RE001 
Adrenalin was developed with the aim to ensure real driving pleasure by going far 
beyond simple issues of powerful grip and speedy response. It features an 
asymmetrical rigid tread design for high cornering forces at a lower steering 
angle. It also has a semi slick shoulder design and an asymmetrical rim guard 
that improves sidewall stiffness and handling and steering response. 

For normal street driving they are quiet and in any road surface (wet or dry) they 
stick incredibly well, they take something silly from them to let go, even in the 
rain. Now granted my car is NA, even if I floor it in the rain with a rolling start, 
these do not let go. 
 
On the skidpan (track drenched in water and diesel) they impressed hugely by 
they're controllability when sliding the tail around beyond the limit on such an 
extreme application.  
 
When they are pushed through the mountains on more 'spirited' drives they are 
totally controllable. Unlike my old tyres (Dunlop Le Mans) they are incredibly 
predictable and you can certainly tell when they are approaching they're limit. 
When you overstep the mark a bit and the car let's go into mild understeer it is 
still controllable and easy to handle. 
 
Price is the only real downfall of these tyres and life. Don't expect to get more 
than 15 000k's a set and at $1200+ a set (depending on size of course) it's a bit 
of a sting, but IMO, totally worth it. 

http://www.aus300zx.com/forum/showthread.php?t=275311

